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A Model for the Buckling and the 
Stability of Thin Elastoplastic Plates 
T. HADHKI 
Two mathematical models are presented which yield some mechanical aspects of 
this elastoplastic plate bending. The frist model proves insuficient if the classical 
Sobolev space framework is kept up. With the second model, an existence result for 
the transvcrsc displacement problem formulation is obtained when the load dots 
not exceed a spccilic critical value. The study of the stability problem leads to dif- 
lcrcntiation of a projector on a closed convex set. which is a dillicult question; 
ncvjcrtheless. a hypothesis of regularity of the solution of some plasticity problem is 
introduced, and the existence of a critical load under which there is stability in 
some sense is shown. ( IVX( 4cademtc Prch\. Ini 
INTROINCTION 
The elastoplastic plate buckling problem is a very important mechanical 
question which interests structures engineers. In turns out to be a difficult 
mathematical problem, and, certainly it still requires more theoretical 
studies and especially an important investigation in improve the 
mathematical models of the physical phenomena involved. 
In this paper, WC present and analyze a mathematical clastoplastic plates 
model which seems more realistic than those presented and studied by Do 
[4] and Mignot and Puel [ 121. These papers consider constitutive laws 
where the plasticity does not affect explicitly the bending moments. In our 
model, the couple (bending moments, membrane efforts) is the projection 
on a convex set of the couple (curvature tensor, nonlinear plane defor- 
mation tensor). This model proves insufficient if we keep the classical 
Sobolev spaces framework where the energy is not coercive. A second 
model, in which we add a bending hardening term, is studied. It gives an 
energy functional which is coercive when the loading parameter 1. is inferior 
to a critical value J.,, defined below and which can be interpreted, from a 
mechanical point of view, as the collapse limit load. 
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In a second part, we examine the stability of the trivial solution of the 
homogeneous problem. It leads us to differentiate a projector on a closed 
convex set, which is a difficult problem. Nevertheless, we introduce an 
hypothesis of regularity for the solution of some plasticity problem 
(hypothesis (46); in this connection, see Temam [19] and Suquet [17]). 
This hypothesis permits to define a buckling critical load 1,. For 1 less 
than &, the energy behaves locally as a positive definite quadratic form 
near zero and we show that the trivial solution is stable in the sense that it 
corresponds to a local minimum of the energy. Furthermore, it cannot be 
the limit of a sequence of nontrivial solutions (bifurcation point). 
For 1 bigger than A,, if we suppose that the linearized quadratic from 
near zero is not positive, we can prove the existence of nontrivial solutions 
which minimize the energy and then are stable. 
In a forthcoming paper,’ we will present numerical tests using a mixed 
finite element method in order to have an idea of the degree of validity of 
the model used and to give a justification, from a practical point of view, of 
the hypothesis here assumed. 
1. PRESENTATION OF THE PROBLEM 
We consider a thin elastoplastic plate which has a uniform thickness h 
and which occupies the region o of R3: 
hh o=Qx --- 1 [ 2’2 
where 52 is a bounded region of R2, with a regular boundary I-. (u,, u2) is 
the plane displacement of the plate, when L: is the transverse one. 
r is subdivised in r, , f 2. 
I-= P, u r2 and n will denote the unit exterior normal vector to r 
The plate is clamped along rl : U, = u2 = r = c?~/&z = 0, and it is partially 
clamped along r, : 5 = at/an = 0. 
2 is the loading parameter: if(x,, x2) is a transverse uniformly dis- 
tributed load on Sz, and A(fl,f;) . IS a plane load distributed on r2. We 
suppose fI E L”(r,). 
M= (Map)lGa,P<2 will denote the bending moment tensor and 
iv= W&1 <a,~<2 the tensor of membrane forces. 
1 T. Hadhri, A mixed finite element method for the elastoplastic plates bending and 
buckling, to appear in C.M.A.M.E. 
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Under suitable assumptions [ 151. we can write the equilibrium 
equations: 
N x,,.,, = (1 in S2 (1) 
A4 I,,.z,l+ (!~,,,5.f).ll+j~l‘=() in 52 (2) 
N,,jn,, = iF, on I’,. (3) 
We use the convention of summation for repeated indices and we note 
To complete these equations. wc must write the constitutive law of the 
plate. (In this connection. see [ 141.) 
We describe the deformation by the curvature tensor: x = (x,,~) 
5 
%x/I = -* t,r. (4) 
and by the incomplete nonlinear tensor of deformations in the plane of the 
plate: 
;‘= (:,,,I 
. 
( z/r = t:I,,(u) + ;< z<,,l _ 
Gp( u 1 = tk.,, + I(/l.x 1. 
(5) 
We consider the constitutivc law described by 
where 
(‘44, iY)=e(n,%~O)+P,(n,x. n,y, a.e. n (6) 
P, is the projector on the convex B of [IB’ with respect of 
the following scalar product: 
((Q,R),(S, T))Hx=Q.A, ‘.S+R.A? ‘T 
Q S = Q,,& (7) 
](Q,R)I=i((Q,R),(Q,R))HkI’Zistheassociatednorm, 
B is a closed bounded convex set of Iw: x W:, 
R:= ((T&R’, 1 <%/I<& T,,=TS2;, 
0 E R (interior of B), 
(A’, Y)E Ba( -A’, Y)E B, 
(8) 
(9) 
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e is the hardening modulus, e 3 0, and A,, A, are the 
elasticity operators for a plate defined by: 
Eh3 
D, = 
12(1 -1’2)’ D2=& 
E: Young modulus 
v: Poisson coefficient. 
2. VARIATIONAL FORMULATION 
We introduce the following notations: 
E, = C~2WK’ = ((72~) E P*&‘)l”~ 72/I = 7,d 
E= E, x E, provided with the two scalar products 
<(Q, R); (S 73) = <(Q, RI, (A, I.5 A; IV),, 
and the associated norms II(,)11 E and I:(,)Il, respectively. 
K= ((Q, R)EE, (Q, R)EBa.e.S)J. (lO.a) 
P, is the projector on K with respect to the scalar product ((.); (,)). 
v= {u=(u,, L42)E [H’(f2)12, z&,=0). 
Hi= H:(SZ) provided with the norm: l,tli’= 1 
(10.b) 
x(r). A, ‘x(r). 
n 
It is well known that (see, for example, [ 111) 
P,(Qb)> R(-x)) = CPAQ, R)l(.r) a.e. Q, 
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so (6) is equivalent to 
(M-c,.l,z, ,V)= P,(A,%. A,;‘). 1111 
In view of ( 1 ), (2). (I 1 ). any possible solution must satisf] 
( M - CA , ,y, N) E C‘,, where: 
C’;. = I (Q, R 1 E K. Rx,{.,, = 0 in Q 
. 
R xii n ,I = 4 x on r‘? ). 
(12) 
With these notations. we can prove: 
PROPOSI-~ION I. For u E I’, < E H,‘,, such rhar Pa( A, x, A,?) E C, , one bus 
(m,,1)=P,(n,%,/i~;‘)0(m,n)=P,(n,il,n~6) 
where P, is the projector on Ci M’ith respect 10 the scalar product ( (, ); (, ) ) 
definned in ( IO ). 
Prmfl (I ) (a) (m, n) is defined by 
(m,n)EK 
((A,;(,n,(C+cj));(m,n)-(Q,R))~O v(Q, R)E K. 
But, for (Q. R) E C‘j.7 we have 
So we have 
(m, n 1 e C’;. 
((A,x.A,6)-(m,n),(m,n)-(Q,R))~O, (Q, R)E C;. 
thus 
(m,n)=P;(A,z,A2h). 
(2) (-=) We denote 
(Wn)=Pj.(A,X, A*b) 
(m,n)=P,(A,X,n>y). 
From the first part of the proof we have 
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So we obtain 
(mn)=P,(n,X,d,y). Q.E.D. 
This proposition justifies the new formulation where the plane dis- 
placement does not appear: 
Find (<; (M, N)) E Hi x E such that 
A4 1f3,3/1 + (&PL).,~ + jLf= 0 (13) 
t”3 N)=e(n( X3 O)+pj,(A,;9 n2h). 
We introduce the functional 
‘:(5)=~ Il(n,~~o)l12+Hj~(~)-%(f, 5) (14) 
where 
Hj.(t)= Rj.(%(t), s(t)) (15) 
A,(Pt R)= ((A,Qv A2R)v f’,(A,Q, A,‘)>-+ IPj.(A,Q, ‘2Rl.I’ (16) 
Il(Q> R)l12 = <(et RI, (Q, R)). 
c.L r)=jfJ~. 
Calculating the GAteaux-derivative, we obtain by [22]: 
lim JZ(5 + W-4(0 
I - 0 ( I > 
=e((~,X(r),o), (A,%(W,O)) 
+ (pi(AlX(t)9 A24<)h (A,%(O), n2d(t3 o)))-j&L 0) 
where A is the tensor defined by 
A,,,(& (‘I= t(LQ + 5.&,). 
Now, we can easily prove that (13) is equivalent to: 
Find r E Hg such that 
(17) 
!i~~f(J:(5+re)-J:(5))=0 VBE HZ 
. 
anddefine (M, N)=e(n,x(r),O)+p;.(n,x(5), A2&5)). (18) 
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One can observe that if K= E, J,, goes to infinity when < I goes to 
infinity; so we will search the solutions of ( 13) among those of: 
Find <E H:, such that 
J;(c) = Inf, J;( 0). 
II c “3 
Let us give some remarks on J: in order to point out the difficulty. 
From [22] we know that fi, is convex with respect to its arguments and 
has a bounded directional derivative given by 
VA@, R)=P,(Q, R)EKc[L’-(Qf]X. (201 
This implies that H; is not better than C’; in addition H, is not convex 
because of the nonlinearity d( < ). 
By another way, we remark that when I.<11 goes to infinity, J;(t) looks 
like the sum of two terms: the first is coercive in H,?, (quadratic coer- 
cive + positive: 
and the second behaves like a quadratic expression in the first derivatives 
of < but without any more information about its sign. 
The case (J = 0 is more difficult: the term (P,(,4, x(r), 0); P,(n, x(c), 0)) 
is not coercive, or more precisely coercive only in IV’.‘, which is not a 
reflexive space. 
Another difficulty appears when we try to determine the behavior of 
J’;(c) near zero: WC would like to differentiate P; at the point (0,O) E E, 
which is an open question. 
3. STUDY OF EXISTENCF. OF SOLUTIONS 
LEMMA I. Let i. he such that C, # 0. 
For 5 E Hi, we hate 
lim InflJ:(rC)=i Il(n,X(C).O)II’+ Sup ((Q, R), (0, ,4,6(O)). (21) 
11-1 I‘ lQ.HlF c, 
Pror$ From (IO), we have 
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It amounts to calculating the lower limit of 
which is the same as 
l~~dl~f ((Pj.(rA,%, r’A2s), to* A2d))). 
But C, is a bounded closed convex set of E, so we know that there exists 
a sequence (r,, S,)E R*, and two elements (0, R) and (Q &) of C, such that: - 
1,-+ fr. 
P,(f,A,x, tfA,S)+(o,R)weaklyinE 
P,(s,A,x, sfn,s) + (Q fj) weakly in E. 
The definition of P,, gives 
((lA,x, 12A2~)-f’j.(~A,~, f’A,S), Pj.( )- (Q, R)) 20 V(Q> R)E Ci. 
(22) 
We take t = I,, divide by rf and let i tend to + m; (22) implies: 
((0, Ad), @,8)- (Q, R)) 30 V(Q> R)E C; 
An analogous calculus gives 
((0, A2619 (Q B)-(Q, R)> 20 V(Q, R)E C,. 
So we have 
= lim (Pj,(.s,A,~,.sfAz~), (0, A2h)) 
I -CL 
= Sup ((0, Ad), (Q, RI). 
(c).XlC C‘, 
In addition, (22) implies that 
lim Inf(P;(tA,x, r2A2S), (0, A,s> > <(Q, R), i0, A2d)> ViQ, R)E CA. l/l -* I 
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So we have 
lim inf(P,(rA,x. r’A,6), (0, A,ci)) = Sup ((Q, R), (0. AZ(j)) I-r lV.Hlc C’, 
and this ends the proof. 
The following result will be useful later on. 
Q.E.D. 
lim L [H;.(f,,U,,)- H,(r,,o,,)] =O. 
!, . I r,; 
Proof: We denote 
%,, =irtn,, L %(I = x( 4, I 
A,, = &H,,), 4, = S( 4,). 
By ( I I ). we have 
H;(~,,“,,)= Aj.(fnZn* 1: 6,) 
Hj(1,t”,,) = fij(tnX,,, ff d,,). 
Equation (15) implies that there exists a constant M such that 
; IH;(f,,U,,)-- H,,(t,,O,)( 6 M “y, i)“4ji. 
,I- ?I 
But x,, is bounded and in addition, the application 
H; + [L’(Q)]” 
i + @,,Am 
is continuous from Hi weak into [L’(12)14 strong. So we have 
i x,, - x0 -A,,-h”‘I -0 I t ‘I ?I 
and the result follows. Q.E.D. 
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3.2. Existence Result 
Now, we can give the essentials preliminary results leading to the 
existence result. 
PROPOSITION 2. The set A = (,I > 0, C, # @ > is a nonempty interval and 
we will call 
X=SupA. (23) 
PROPOSITION 3. The set 
A, = (I. E A, J(j is bounded from below} 
is a nonempty interval, and we will call 
1, = Sup A,. (241 
PROPOSITION 4. Zf we suppose the interior of A not empty, then for e > 0 
A, = {A E A, J; is bounded from below} (25) 
is an interval which is not reduced to point zero. 
rf we call 
2, = Sup A, 
we have 
1,>0. 
The main-results are given by the following two theorems. 
(26.a) 
(26.b) 
THEOREM 1. For 2 such that 0 d 2 < &,, any sequence of elements of Hfj 
minimizing c is bounded in W2,‘, H’ and L”. 
The main result of existence is given by 
THEOREM 2. For e > 0 and for 2 such that 
OdA<X, 
(19) admits at least one solution. 
We will end this section by giving the proofs of Propositions 2 to 4 and 
Theorems 1 and 2. 
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Proof’ o/ Propositiori 2. I .ct i and i , bc such that 
Then let 
(Q;,. R;,)E C’,, 
(Q, R)=;(Q;,. R,,). 
1 
It is easy to see that 
(use (8) and 0 6 i.iE., < I ) and 
R -0 t/I./f - in S;, 
R,,+,r = V, on I‘?. 
So, wc conclude by ( 12) that 
(Q. R)E C’;. 
therefore C’, # 0. 
By another way. ( 12) gives 
That is. A # 0. Q.E.D. 
Proof‘ of’ Propo.vi/ion 3. Let i and i., such that 
0 < X c i , 
v’5 E II;, Jy,cr, 2 .M, (M, is a constant). 
The delinition of P; gives 
We choose (Q, R)= (A/i,) P,.(A,x, AId). 
Equations (15, 16) give 
H,(t) >f- Hj.,(t) + (‘9 (27) 
I  
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where C is a constant because Cj is bounded. Then by (14), we have 
so JSI is bounded from below. 
To prove that A,, is not empty, we remark that OE C,; then 
This proves that 4 is bounded from below so that 0 E A,, . 
Proof oj’ Proposition 4. Let i and I., such that 
0 6 i. < 2 , 
C,(5) 2 M, (M, is a constant). 
By (27t(l4), we have 
Q.E.D. 
(28) 
So .I; is bounded from below. 
To prove that L,. defined by (26) is different from zero, we introduce the 
functions 
defined by 
tp: lK!xH:,-tlR, *:lR-+lR 
cp(j., 5)=;+ Sup ((Q, R); (0, A,4t))) 
tQ.Rle(‘, 
II/ = ,j,:<‘1 cp(j., 0 
3 . 
where 11<11 is defined by (!Ob) 
We denote by AlL the set 
A,= (~.>O,iEA,II/(E.)>Oj 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
where A is defined in Proposition 2. 
In Lemma 3, we will prove that 
sup n,>o. 
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Then. in Lemma 4. we will prove that 
sup 11, = sup AC 
and this will give the rcsul~ announced in Proposition 4. 
Proc$ Isr Purl. If i and i., are such that 
then 
0 6 i. < i. , 
ieA,i,EA 
$(i.,)>,O 
I)(;.) > 0. 
Indeed, the application 
E+W 
is linear and continuous, so it achieves its maximum on the convex and 
bounded set Cj, 
Sup ((Q, RI, (0, A26)) = ((0, R,), (0, Ad,>. 
lV.KI( (,, 
However, we have seen in the proof of Proposition 2 that if (Q. R) E C,, 
and O<i<)., then (i/j.,) (Q, R)EC’;. So we have 
SUP ((Q> RI, (0. A,d)) a& Sup ((Q, RI. (0, Azd)). 
(Q.Nlr c., /-I lQ.N)c c,, 
By (29), this implies that 
and. by (30) 
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Besides, 
SO 
and 
Therefore 
OE A,. 
.?nd par/. It remains to prove that Sup A+ > 0. It is proved in [4] that 
the application 
A+E 
j. ~ Pj.(O, 0) 
is continuous. But 
P,,(O, 0) = 0. 
So for i. small enough we have 
(PO.9 m;+(P;,(O, O), (0, A,b)) >;, 
and 
$0.) >, 5 > 0. 
4 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose e > 0 and thut A, und A, are &fined by (3 1) and 
(25); then NV haue the result 
Proof: We denote 
SupA,=SupA,.. 
i., = Sup A$ 
i‘, = sup A‘,. 
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WC have to prove that 
I,, = [ 0. iV’[ c A‘ 
I‘ z [O, j.‘.[ c 
1st parl. /,c A,.. Let i.El,: we will 
below. 
Suppose that there exists a sequence <,, 
<,,E H; 
(32) 
It is easy to see that t,, is not bounded (<,, bounded * 15;(5,)1 boun- 
ded). We can extract a subsequence, still denoted by <,,, such that 
A,. 
prove that J; is bounded from 
such as 
We define 
0, is bounded in H,?, (banach reflexif), so we can extract a subsequence tI,, 
such as 
O,, + 0, weakly in H,?,. 
But, for tr big enough, we have 
So, by Lemma 1, Lemma 2 and (29) WC have 
cp(j., tl,,) =: + Sup ((Q, R); (0, A2(i(0,,))) 6 0 
IV.Hlc C’, 
But 
So we have by (30) 
II~“ll 6 1. 
$(j.) = Inf cp(j., c) GO. 
llill s 1 
This inequality contradicts the hypothesis made in (32). 
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2ndparr. /, c Ati. Let A: E /,, and choose i.,, such that 
0 f i. < I., < 2, 
(we have by Lemma 3 and the 1st part that i, > 0). 
Equation (28) gives a constant M such that 
Let TV Hi, ll<ll 6 1, r>O; we have 
By (21). this gives 
But c‘; is bounded, so we can lind r > 0 such that 
But. for 
2 6 II411 < 1, cp(i., 02: ( 1 -; I 4~ 
so 
and 
i.e A,. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let A: be such that 
0 d i < ;(, (I.,, defined by (24)). 
Q.E.D. 
We can choose i., such that 
i. -c 2, < A0 
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and WC call 
% = z(C). h=iicfj 
(Q,,,  Kc,)= Pj,,(nlj(. Az(j). 
Let QE E, defined by 
I 
Q(s)=p % ) %)12 if %#O 
=0 if z=O 
p 20. 
By (8), we see that, for p small enough 
So, by convexity 
However, R, = (E.li.,,)R, satisfies 
so we have 
cQ,> R,)gC; 
and then: 
<tn,n3 n*s,-P;(A,x. AzS); P;(A,z, n,s,> 
Therefore there exists a constant M, such that 
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This implies that 
Suppose e = 0 and let {, be a sequence of If;‘, minimizing 4. We must 
have 
(since Yj,, is bounded from below). 
By classical Sobolev imbeddings [ I] we conclude that 5, is bounded in 
H’(n) and therefore in LX(Q). Q.E.D. 
Proof qf Theorem 2. We suppose e > 0 and we consider a sequence 
5” E H; minimizing J;( 5). 
By (33), we conclude that 
then we can extract a subsequence (c,,) which converges weakly in Hi to 5. 
We recall the definition (14), (15), (16): 
J:(5)=: (nlX(09 O)*+ Rj.(x(s')7 8(5))-;-(f, 0. 
As a; is conex and continuous, it is weakly lower semi-continuous, and 
x(5”) + x(C) weakly in (L2(n))4 
&5”) + h(t) in [L2(s2)14 
(cf. the proof of Lemma 2) and we conclude that 
So r is a solution of (19). Q.E.D. 
Remurks and Comments. (1) For the values of I. such that L,. < % <i 
(where i,, and i arc given by (26) and (23)) the convex C; is not empty but 
the energy functional 4 is not bounded from below, hence the critical point 
existence question is an open problem. 
(2) The result of Theorem 1 shows that for i less than I.,, JI is coercive 
in IV*.‘, which is a nonreflexive space. But this suggests using another 
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framework where the second derivatives of < arc bounded measures. This 
permits us to obtain the coercivity of the energy functional, but unfor- 
tunately, we cannot prove its lower weak semicontinuity because of the 
nonlinear term <,, <.,j in the nonlinear plane deformation. This term is 
necessary if we intend to study the buckling problem. 
4. STUDY OF STABILITY AMI BIFURCATION 
4.1. Behuvior of Ji( 5) for l.rll Going to Zero 
We begin with a result about the first variation. 
PROPOSITION 5. The first variation qf H;. at the point zero is zero (under 
the assumption C, # 0). 
Proqf. By (15) (16), (20), we have 
lim~CH;.(f5)-Hj.(0)1=(pi(O~01, (~,x(<LO). 
r-n 1 
But, if (Q,R)=P;(O,O), then by (9) (-Q,R)EC’;,. and so (O,R)EC,. 
Besides, we have 
so 
- Il(Q, 0)11'>0. 
This implies that 
Q =O. 
Then 
,!l_mof [H;(t5)- H;,(O)] =O. QED. 
We will see in the beginning of Section 4.3 that Proposition 5 implies 
that 5 = 0 is a solution for the homogeneous problem (f= 0) for all values 
of A unless C, # a. 
Now, we will study the second variation of H,. 
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PROPOSITION 6. Under the assumption Cj, # 0, we have for < E Hz 
(34) 
where n-e suppose the existence of these two limits. 
Proc$ We introduce the real function h by 
h( 1) = H,( tr) - H,(O). 
If lim, ,,(k’(r)/21) exists, it will be equal to the limit we are looking for: 
,im 11(1) 
I-0 t* . 
Rut (15), (16), (20) give 
~=~ (P;(r’l,X, ‘“‘2’); (‘,x,0)) + (Pj,(tA,%. f*A*S); (0, A*s)) 
where we have taken 
x=x(5)3 h=S((). 
The limit of the second term of this sum presents no problem. To find 
the limit of the first term, we remark that 
I I 
j 21 
~~pj,(~A~~~r2A6)~Pj,(rA~~~0)~~IfliCi~ 
where A4 is a constant inasmuch as the projector P;. is a contraction, thus 
Q.E.D. 
In order to calculate the limit mentioned above, WC will study the projec- 
tor Pi in the following. 
.I,,‘, I I,, 1.7 
4.2. Sludy o/the Projcclor Pj 
We call 
It is well known [ 17, 181 that LD(Q) provided with the norm ll.II,.,) is a 
Banach space, and that there is a continuous onto linear trace operator 
for I‘= (352 sufficiently regular. 
Then we can delinc 
II,,= (uELD(c2)uI,.,=O} 
and it is easy to prove that 
a(G)n C’, is dense in CI, 
Now, we can prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 7. I/‘we define 
,q: I/,, x [L”(Q)];1 + w 
dc, R) = -jQ R,, c,,j(u)dx+j. f F,u,dl- 
’ I‘> 
G: [t”(Q)]; + i%’ 
G(R)=Sup ~(o, R) 
I t L:,, 
we haue the jollowing result: 
G(R)=0 ij 
R -0 d.8 - in 52 
R,, np = iFx on Tz 
= +a3 otherwise 
ProoJ Is it easy to see that 
(35) 
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so that 
This implies that 
G(R)= $3~ if RX,,., # 0. 
Now suppose R,,, = 0 in g(a). The density of g(Q)n 15’~ in C’, gives 
G(R)= SUP (g(v, R)). 
, E ci”-Q(f7) 
But Rx,, =0 implies that each column of R is in (L2(s2))2 and has a 
divergence in L’(Q), so a trace theorem of Lions and Magenes [9] gives 
the Green’s formula 
(36) 
for c~g(SZ)n Ii,,. 
Thus we have 
G(R)= Sup ( - R,,n, + %F,) v, df 
L’E ~~4PYlf21 
This sup is equal to 0 if R,,nl, = i.F, on f2 and to + zo otherwise. 
Q.E.D. 
It is well known that P,(tA,x, 0) is the solution of 
,Q,j& tll(fA,x,O)-(Qv R)l12. 
I 
The result of Proposition 7 implies that P,(fA, x. 0) is the solution of 
Id Su~(fIl(~~,x,O)-(Q,R)ll~+g(~,R)). (37) 
(Q.R)E K I’E 0” 
To study the dual of (37) we will use the intermediate result given by 
PROPOSITION 8. !f we dclfine 
~;P(,,,R,;~,=~ll,~~,,,0,-,,~R,l12+,,v,R, (38) 
we have 
Inf 2’((Q, R); v) = Y((q, r), 0) (Q.R)E K
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where 
(9. r)(-~)=PBC(~AIx9 ~24~))(x)l a.e. f2 
(P, is the prqjertor on the conce.v set B as in (6)). 
Proqf It is easy to see that 
Inf W(Q, RI, u) d -Y’((y, r), t’) (V.R)+ K 
inasmuch as (9, r) E K. 
To prove the inverse inequality, we remark that, by the definition of P,, 
we have for a.e. x in 52: 
for every (Q, R) E K. 
Substracting $ I(O, A2~(t1))1$ in the two sides and integrating over a, we 
find 
Y((9, t-1; u) 6 Y((Q, R); t’) v(Q> R)eK. Q.E.D. 
Using the previous result, we will give the dual problem of (37) (by 
inverting Inf and Sup) in the following propositions: 
PKOPOSITIOK 9. The dual problem of (37), by changing the order of Inf 
and Sup, is the following: 
Sup J(o) 
I“ ci, 
(39) 
(40) 
@Jr)= -((fA,x, Azrh P,(rA,x, Azr)>.x 
-- +IPdtA,x, A,r)(’ (41) 
(((.), (.)) and \(.)I ure defined h,~ (7)). 
Pro?/: We invert in (37) the order of Inf and Sup, and then use the 
result of Proposition 8 to obtain the formulation (39). Q.E.D. 
Now WC will give a characterization of an eventual solution of (39), (40), 
(41). the existence of which will be discussed later. 
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PROPOSITION 10. LEt u be un eventual solution of (39), (40), (41). If we 
write 
(4, r)(x) = PArA ,x, A2Gu)Nx) a.e. f2 
then 
(99 r) E ci. 
(r zB.B =o in Q 
rxBna = i.F, on r,). 
Proof: It is easy to see that J defined by (40) has a Gateaux-derivative 
at a point u E LD(s2) given by 
DJ(u).u= -i ((7, r)*(O,c(c))dx 
I? 
+ i. r F,v, dT for every v E LD(sZ). 
Jr2 
But 2(1;2) c U,,, and we have 
which gives 
r -0 z/1./i - in @(sZ). 
Each column of r is in (Lx’)’ so it is in (L2(s2))2, and has a divergence in 
L’(n). So we can apply the Green’s formula (36), which gives 
rzl,nl, = RF, on fr. 
and 
(q9r)ECi. Q.E.D. 
Now, we can characterize the projection PJ t/i, x, 0). 
PROPOSITIONI I. Suppose that (39), (40), (41) have a solution u E LD(l2). 
Then we hate 
pj.(tAlX9 o)(x)=PdrA~X(x)~ A*E(U)(X)) a.e. rZ. (42) 
Proof: By (37), (38) P;(tA, x, 0) is the unique solution of 
Inf {Sup yP((Q, RI; ~1). 
(Q.R)E K L’E U” 
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The dual of this problem is 
Sup ( Inf U((Q, R); I.)) = Sup J(c). 
I F (4) (Q.RIE K 1’E 1 () 
Between these two problems in duality, we have the relation 
J(u) = Sup Inf Y’((Q, R); v) 6 Inf Sup Y((Q, R); t’). (43) 
I’E i/o (Q.Rbt K tQ.R)eKi ct.,, 
We will prove the inverse inequality. 
Indeed, by Proposition 9, we have 
J(c)= 6P(PB(fn,x, n2&(C)); c) 
and if u is a solution of (39), (40), we have 
But Proposition (10) gives 
P,(tA,il, A,&(U)E c;
therefore so we have by Proposition 7 and delinition (38) 
J(u)=tlI(r~,%,0)-P,(~~,z,~,~(U))l12 
so that 
J(u)>, Inf Sup U((Q, R); t.). 
IQ.R)EK CE (:a 
Now (43), (44) give 
,p$ tli(~A,x.O)-(Q, R)!I’ . I 
=tlI(~~,X,O)-P,(~n,x, n2E(U)H2. 
The uniqueness of the projection on a closed convex set gives 
pj.(fA,X, O)= p,(tA,X3 n>&(U)). Q.E.D. 
From Proposition 7 to Proposition 11, the calculation of P,(tA, x, 0) 
amounts to the resolution of (39), (40) and (41). 
Unfortunately, we cannot prove the existence of regular solution of (39). 
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In the case t = 0, it is possible, according to Temam [ 193, to prove for 
j,E [0, I[, 2 defined by (23) the existence of a solution of the relaxed 
problem 
@o,X(~(u)) dx + i. i A, df 
I.2 (45) 
u.nl/-, =o, 
where 
BD(R) = {u E [L’(Q)]*, E(U) EM’(Q)} 
M’(f2) = space of bounded measures on Q. 
In order to continue the study attempted here with the chosen 
mathematical framework, we need a stronger result of existence and 
regularity, so we will make the following hypothesis from now on: 
HYPOTHESIS Hl. 
Lel i. E [0, I.[, i defined by (23). 
We suppose that for t in a neighbourhood V. of 0, the 
problem (39), (40), (41) admits a solution u(r, A) E Lo(Q). 
(46 1 
Besides, the application 
v,x[oli[-lR 
(4 i.) + E(44 l))(x) 
is continuous in the point (0, j.) .for a.e. x E I?. 
In the following, for simplicity, we will consider the convex B defined by 
B= ((Q, WE+ R:; I(Q, R)l <k). (47) 
Now, we are able to calculate the limit appearing in the second member 
of (34). 
PROPOSITION 12. Let B be defined by (47). 
Under the hypothesis (46), we have 
J~~t(P,(f~,x,o),(n,l.O))=~(a,~,l)>O . (48) 
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rthew the operutor A; is dt$ned on [L’(Q) J” hi- 
IA;%(.~)=cp;,(.~)n,j((s) 
( 
k 
cpi(.u)= ‘*I- l* I(0, AZE(U(O, i))(x)\ > 
=Inf 1, 
( 
k 
Q(U)(X). C~*~~(~)(x)la,~ > . 
ProqJ: By Proposition 11, the limit attempted can be written as 
e( f, x) d.u 
where 
Here, we can explicit P,. 
P,(X Y 
P(.S 
I = AIX YINX Y) 
)=lnf 
( > 
l,k 20 
s 
and (,) is the euclidean scalar product defined by (7). 
(49) 
(50) 
so that, almost everywhere in Sz, we have 
(‘(I, -U)=+p(l(fn,X(x), nAu(l,i))(x))l) A,z(x).x(x) 
le(t, -r)I G A,X(X).%(X)E L’(Q) (51) 
lim e(l, .x)=$p(IO, A2c(u(0, ;.))(x))l) A,x(x).z(x). 
, .o 
If we call 
cPj.(-‘)= P(lO, AzE(u(O, j.)Nx)l) (52) 
then 
lime(f,x)=4A,X(x).X(x)>,O a.e. Sz. 
NOW using (5 1 ), Lesbegue dominated convergence theorem gives us the 
announced result. Q.E.D. 
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4.3. Stuhility Result 
In this Section, we will suppose that the transverse load is zero (f=O). 
It amounts to considering the energy of the system defined by 
.$(()=J;(T)+i(1; () (53) 
where J; is defined by (14). 
The homogeneous problem can be written as: 
Find r E Hi critical point of 3;. (53a) 
In the beginning of this section, we will prove a technical lemma: 
LEMMA 5. For i such rhat Cj. # 0, and 
(X, Y)E [L2(s2)]4x [L2(Q)]” 
if we define (Q, R) = Pi,( X, Y) then we have 
II(Q, 0)112 G ((X Oh (Q, 0)) 
wd 
(pj.(o, O), tz, O))=O VZE [L’(Q)]“. 
Proof: The delinitiion (12) (lOa) of C, and the property (9) of B give 
t-Q, R)EC;, 
(0, R)E Cj: 
Then, the definition of the projector P, gives 
((X Y)-(Q,R),(Q,R)-(O,R))~O 
hence the announced result follows. Q.E.D. 
Now, it is easy to see that 5 =0 is a critical point of J: unless C; #O. 
(j.E [0, A], ;. defined by (23).) 
Indeed, (53) and ( 17) give for 0 E Hi 
lim i [*(to) - J;(O)] = (Pj,(O, 0), (A 1 X(O), 0) I *o t 
and Lemma 5 gives 
fi; f [J;(te) - Pi(O)] = 0 Vtl E Hi. 
+ 
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In this section, we will try to answer the following questions: 
(i) Is there a condition on i E [IO, A[, 1 defined by (23), which implies 
that 5 = 0 is a stable critical point of 4. in the sense that J;(O) is a local 
minimum of PA? 
(ii) Is there a condition on A E [0, A[ which implies the existence of a 
stable critical point different from zero? 
(iii) Is there a condition on AE [IO, A[ which implies that 
(A, 0) E [0, X[ x Hi is not a bifurcation point? 
The procedure consists of defining a quadratic form which is equivalent 
to the energy fi near zero. This quadratic form depends on I but is not 
linear in 1. Nevertheless, in Proposition 1.5, we will define the first positive 
generalized eigenvalue of the linearized problem, denoted A, and we will 
show how I permits answering the above questions. 
PROPOSITION 13. Zf we define the symmetric bilinear form a, on Hi x Hi 
by 
(54) 
where 
then we have 
Besides, for every 5 E Ht, the mapping 
co, J4 -+ IR 
A -+ a,(53 C) 
is continuous. 
Proof: The sought limit comes immediately from (53), (14), (15), (34), 
(48) and the definition (54). 
The continuity of A -+ a,(c, 5) is a consequence of the continuity of the 
mapping 
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shown in [4], the hypothesis (46b) and the Lebesgue dominated con- 
vergence theorem, which is applicable here because of the following bound 
given by (49) 
IvJ,L~)l 6 1 a.e. s2. 
Now, we will study the bilinear form a,. 
Q.E.D. 
hOPOSITION 14. We mppose E > 0 in (54). 
Let i. safis/j 
0<1<; (i. defined in (23)) 
vyEH;- {O},(#O*a,(<,S’)>O. 
Then there exists a reul p such thar 
P>O 
V<EH:,, ‘,(<9 t)>P Il~l12~Pll(/ilX(~)~o)l12~ 
(55) 
Prooj: Suppose that the result is false and let 5, be a sequence of Hi 
such that 
115,,1’ = Il(n,z(;L O)ll = 1 (see lob) 
u;(&,, 5,) 2 
(56) 
n’ 
Then we can extract a weakly convergent subsequence in Hi still denoted 
by L 
5” + (0 weakly in Hi. 
But (54) shows that u,(<, ?j) is the sum of two quadratic convex con- 
tinuous terms, which then are weakly lower semi-continuous, and a weakly 
continuous term which is 
(P,(O, O), (0, n,&r))). 
(Because of the compact imbedding 
H;‘, t( W’-“(Q)) 
it follows that 
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Now, (55 ) gives 
.i,, = 0. 
But (54), (56) imply that 
;+ (P;.(O, O), (0. A, 6(5r,,))> ct. 
Then the weak continuity of < + 6(c) gives 
which is impossible. Q.E.D. 
The following proposition will allow us to deline the first generalized 
eigenvalue of the linearized problem. 
PROPOSITION 15. We suppose e > 0 and 1. > 0 (cf: (23)), and we define 
the interLa1 
Ap = { i, 0 6 i -c i 
(57) 
Then AD # 0, and we call 
i.,, = Sup AP. (58) 
Furthermore, !j’ I., < i, then 
35”~ H;, 50 # 0, 
VOE H; Uj,,(<o, 0) = 0. (59) 
Proof: A,, is not empty because 
i. -+ P;(O, 0) is continuous 
PAO, 0) = (0, 0). 
Therefore, for i. small enough 
a;.(& i-12: Il(~,~(~),O)ll’+ <Py(O,O), (0,A245))) 
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Let I.0 be given by (58); we can construct a sequence ).,, such that 
. . 
A?, -+ +I 
vt~H:- IO), Q&(L r I> 0. 
According to Proposition 13, we deduce that 
Q(EH& 'j.o(tv t) 3 O. 
Suppose that 
V,EH,:,, < #O * aj,,,((> <) > 0. 
Then, according to Proposition 14, there is a real p such that 
p > 0 
u;,(5, 02P Ilr’l2, =c~l’(~,X(S)m2. 
Alternatively, since i,, = Sup A,,, we have 
(VH E N) (li.,,e[O,i,,+-!-[) (35,,~Hi) 
<,! # 0 and u;,(5,,, <,) G 0. 
Rut WC have necessarily 
(60) 
(61) 
(62) 
We introduce the following sequence 8, which is bound in H;?, and con- 
verges weakly to (IO in H,', 
(),, = s', 
II<,,ll) 
U,, + 8, weakly in Hi 
The sequence I),, satisfies 
u;.,,((~,,t (1,) 3 P > 0 (given by (62) 
Ui”(~,l, H,,) d 0. 
llsing (54) and (49). if we define 
r,, = fl;,,(fl,,, O,,) - UJO,,, fl,,) 
x,, = x((j,, 1 an d d,, = d(S,,L 
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I’,, < - p < 0 
II(L3 01’1 = 1 
I’,, = < pj,n(03 0) - P;,,,(O9 Oh (03 W > + ‘IV, in - ‘P;.J i.:(n) 
and 6,, is bounded in [L’(n)]“. 
Then, by the continuity of J. -+ P,(O, 0) proved in [4], and the 
hypothesis (46b) with the bound 
IVj,(-r)l G l a.e. s2 
given by (49) the Lesbegue dominated convergence theorem gives us 
-p>- lim r,,=O. 
)I- x 
This is impossible and shows that (61) is false, therefore by (60) 
35”E H,‘,. 5,,#0, and ui,j(i03 <O) = O3 
which, together with (60) gives 
U&,(503 5) = <k”Hf2 a;,,(<, 5). 
” 
That is, 
V’OE H,‘,, uj.,,(tO, O) = O. 
The following theorem gives the stability result. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. Let i he .such that 
0 d i. < i,, 
lvhere i,, is defined by (58) and is assumed to satisjj 0 < i.,, < i.. (i. is dcIfined 
by (23)). Then e(O) is u strict local minimum of $‘( 5). 
Prooj: We shall argue by contradiction. We suppose that 
Vn 35,~ Hi, 0 < lit,,11 <t id $(&J G J::(O). (63) 
WC introduce 
t,, = 1’5,ll > 0 
On=?. 
n 
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Then we have t, + 0 when n -+ +cc and 0, is bounded in H& so we can 
extract a subsequence, still denoted by 8,, with converges weakly in Hi, to 
4,. 
For 5 E Hi and t > 0, we define 
Mt. 0 =; (Hi(r5) - H;(O)) (@a) 
where H, is defined by (15) and (16), where R; is convex with respect to 
its arguments. 
The property of convexity of R, together with (15) (16). (20) and the 
notation 
rn = Mf,, 0,) -Ml,,, e,) 
xn = x(0,, L i[o = x(00) 
d,, = fi(~,,), 60 = 44,) 
(63b) 
give us 
Gf (P;(~,~,Xo, t:A260)* (l,A,(X,-%oL @2(4-~0))). 
,I 
The second member of this inequality is written as the sum of three 
terms 
xt7= (P;(t,~,Xor ~:~*~o)~ (03 A*(~,-~,))) 
Y,l=; (P,.(t,,AIXor ~~~Z~o)-P;(~“~,%“,O), (A,(X,-i(o),O)) 
!I 
- =; (P,(~,~,ilO>OL (~,h-Xo)~o)). tl 
” 
The continuity of [ + b from H;1 weak in [L2(Q)14 strong gives 
lim X, = 0. 
n -0 
By another way, the projector P, is a contraction; so we have 
and since xn is bounded, we have 
lim y. = 0. 
n-.m 
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Now, if we recall (42), the hypothesis (46) and the definition (50), WC: 
have 
where 
satisfies 
and 
p,,(x) = p(If,,xo. 4u(f,. j.)N-v)l) 
I P,,(-XII 6 1 a.e. Q 
lim p,(.~) = P&K) = ~(10, c(u(O, ~.))(.~)I 1 ,I - ,x 
= cPj.(-“) 
(by (49h (50)). 
The Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem gives 
P,(-X 1 %o + PO%0 in [L’(Q)]” strong. 
Then, the weak convergence of x,, to x0 in [L’(Q)]” gives 
lim I,, = 0 
,I - ‘I 
and then, if we recall the limits of x,, and ~a,, we have 
lim Inf r,, > 0. 
,I - I 
Now, if we recall (63), (63a), (63b), (53). (15), (16), we have 
Thus 
SO 
O~~+limlnlh(f,,,U,,). 
,, . 1 
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That is, by (34), (48), (49), (54) 
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This shows that 
80 # 0. 
Now the weak convergence of 0, to O,, gives 
Il(~,x(~~),0)l12~~inm_~~flI(~,x(~,),0)ll = 1 
and so 
This is impossible because we have i. < i.,. 
4.4. Blfurcarion Result 
Q.E.D. 
Now we will give the bifurcation result in Theorem 4. 
As already noted, we need a hypothesis on the regularity of the solution 
of problem (39) (40), (41). The assumption needed here is stronger than 
(46) and implies (46). 
We consider the problem (39), (40) (41) with t = 1 and we call u(i., X) 
the solution in this case. 
We assume the following: 
, pj.(AIX9 O)(X)=PB(~IX(-~), n2&(4& j.))(x)) a.e. Q 
\ 
When 
1. -b i. , in R 
‘: 
I 
X-+0 in IC.~(!C~))~. 
we suppose that 
‘,,E(u(x,~.))(x)--,E(u(~, j.,))(x) for a.e. x E Sz. 
The next lemma will be useful. 
LEMMA 6. If‘ 
(X,3 Y”) -+ (X Y) in [(J~‘(Q))~]~ = E 
i, --) 1. when n+ x) 
(64) 
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P,“(X,,, I.,,) -+ P/(X, Y) in E 
Proof: WC have by triangular inequality 
liP,,(X,,. Y,,) - P;(x. Y):l 
6 ilPj,,(x,,, ytr) - pj.n(x7 ‘)I1 + IIp;.n(x* ‘I- ‘j.(‘? y)II’ 
But a projection is a contraction, so we have 
IIPJX,,, Y,) - PL(X YIII G 11(X,,, Y,) - (X Y)li --* 0 when n+-z. 
Moreover, it is shown in [4] that 
!I Pin(X, Y) - P;(X, VII * 0 when i., + I.. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4. We make hypotheses (46), (64). 
Let i,, and < he defined respectively by (%I), (57) and (53), (14) (15), 
(16). 
We suppose that e > 0. 
Then n’e have 
1. Jf i. E [0, i,,[ the point (;., 0) E R x Hg cannot he the limit of points 
( j.,, , 5 ,, ) such that: 
4,,#0 
2, is a critical point of J:“. 
This means that (I., 0) is not a h$rcation point. 
2. We .ruppose that i,, < i .,,. 1,. is defined by (26), (25). 
!f 
and ij 
then 3; admits (I critical point which is different from zero. (Then problem 
(18) has at least two solutions.) In addition, this critical point is stable. 
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Proof: 1st part. We shall argue by contradiction: 
Let (i.,, [,,) be a sequence of Rx Hi such that 
1 .,, -+ i. 
r, # 0, rzz -+o 
l, is a critical point of 4,. 
Therefore, for every n, 
So, by (53), (17), we have 
e((n,X(S,),O),(n,i((H),O)) 
+ v;,u,xcLJ~ A,&&)), (AlX(@, n,at,, 8))) =o Q8 E Hi. 
(65) 
We introduce the sequences 
0,,+ I,,= ll<,,lln = Il(A,x(S,Jt O)ll 
!I 
and we write (65) with (I = t,,lri: 
A,x(Ll) o=r+(P,.(n,z(:,). A2&L)), ~,2n,wu ( 1) . (66) 
But 
(P;(X u (X 0)) 20 
because, if WC set 
(Q, RI = P;.(X YJ, 
we have (0, R)E C;, and 
((X YJ-(Q,RJ,(Q,R)-(O,R))~O. 
So (66) gives 
e+2(P,“(n,%(r,),A,d(r,)), (0, n*&e,))>20. 
However, 8, is bounded in Hi, so we can extract a subsequence, 8,, 
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which converges weakly in Hi to H,, and so it converges strongly in Hi,. 
therefore, by Lemma 6 we have 
4+2(Pi(o,o),(O,n,s(e,,,)>~o. 
This shows that 
0, # 0. 
Now, we will show a contradictiion with the fact that i. E [0, &[. 
We return to equality (65), which we divide by r,, and write as 
i S,(n)=0 
k -- I 
where 
The weak convergence of 0,, to tl,, and the convergence of i, to 0, give 
immediately 
lim s,(n)=4(Alx(b),0), (~,Ae),O)> 
,I - x 
lim S,(n) = (pj(o* 0); (0, AzA(8,,, 0)). 
,I - , 
By another way, P,” is a contraction, therefore 
lim S,(n) = 0. 
n- f. 
The hypothesis (64) will be useful to look for the limit of S,(n). Indeed, 
by (64) and (50), we have 
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where 
But. we have 
lim pn= p = ~(10, Azc(u(O, i-j)1 
N-. 1 
IPnl d 1 a.e. 52. 
Therefore 
P,,%(~)-,PoX(~) in (L2(Q))4. 
Then, the weak convergence of 8,, to 0, gives 
lim S,(n)=’ poA,x(B,),x(B). N + % J R 
So, by (49), (52) 
lim S,(n) = j Aix(h,). x(W 
,I - I f> 
= ((A;.%(4d 013 (A I x(O), 0)). 
Finally, we bring together the four limits, by (54) we have 
But (I,#0 and uj,(8,, fI,,)=O. 
This contradicts the fact that i. < %, and end the proof of the first part. 
2nd part. Let i. be such that 
i, < i, < i_,, ,
Therefore, we are in the case where 4. admits minimizing sequences 
which converge to at least one critical point. (This does not depend on the 
value of ,f as we can see by the caracterization of J, from Lemma 4 and 
from the delinition (29), (30), (31) of A,.) 
But, if we consider the real function 
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we have by Proposition 13 
lim h(~)=a,,(S,, <,)<O. ,, -. (1 
Therefore for p small enough 
JI(p<,) <JT(O). 
This implies that if [ satisfies 
5 is not zero and is a solution of our problem (53a). 
In addition [ is stable because Jr([) is a global minimum of $. Q.E.D. 
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